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About This Game

Construct PRO is a sandbox-designer, where you can assemble any structure using metal parts, bolts, and nuts and test its
physical behavior.

Currently the game has the following features:

•assembly of a model using 29 parts
•Steam Workshop support

•saving the model in a simple text file and further uploading the model from there
•enabling the gravity to check physical behavior of the assembled structure

•changing the bolt properties (whether they are screwed on tightly or not) both in assembly of the model and with enabled
gravity

•removal of bolts/parts both at assembly of the model and with enabled gravity
•application of a special Boltogun, capable to destroy any model

•use of electric motor for rotating the part attached to it
•test prototype with possibility to complete the game with it: you should assemble a model capable to overcome all obstacles and

reach the finish line
•bugs (well, after all, it's an early access stage)

Do the parts become available gradually?

Currently there are 29 parts in the game and all of them are available from the very first minute.
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Can I complete the game?

In my opinion, the sandbox games may have no completion; however, there is a goal in the Early Access version: to reach the
finish line of the test prototype.

I want to ride my assembled car across vast, endless areas!

Do you really believe it's exciting? This is not a race; it's a puzzle for brainstorming, not senseless moving around the same
locations. (at least at Early Access stage =))

Can I connect two electric motors?

Um, it seems I forgot to fix it...

Are there hats in the game?

No. Who are you going to put them on? On a Boltogun? Then contact our developer and I'll add them =)

Who turns the Boltogun wheel?

Magnetic power of indie-developers.
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Title: Construct PRO
Genre: Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
EnterUserNamePlease
Publisher:
EnterUserNamePlease
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 550

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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Broken and abandoned. DO NOT PURCHASE!!!!. This route is fairly good, but it has some low frame rates when traveling at
high speeds. Recommend you buy the CRH380A along with this pack since it can reach the top speeds allowed on this route.
Also, there are no scenarios for this route in the CRH380D.

Pros:
-good for going at 350 km\/h
-does not need to download asset packs. The Just Trains version requires asset packs, but this downloads it together.
-nice detailed cabs
-stations are detailed
-good AI traffic. When I drive the CRH380A, the AI includes CRH380A's

Cons:
-Low frame rate
-no speedometer in the passenger mode (the real one has a display that shows speed)
-objects sometimes pop out when traveling fast
-no CRH symbol on CRH1A, CRH1E
-emergency stops may be annoying if you just want to go fast

Overall, this product is a 9\\10. Strongly recommend with the CRH380A.. ok game. love the concept but dont like how hard it is
to find rake. Dev if you read this this game has so much
potential for the future and i believe that if you keep working hard on updating this game it will become something
extroadinary. The rake is scary when or if you find him and the graphics or really good too. But maybe add a way too make it
easier to find the rake.also try too add some type of story element too the game or at least an intro of what too do. I am only
making suggestions too help you out you dont need to listen to me as I wouuldnt even be able to create anything you already
have in this game. I would recommend this game to anybody looking for a good scare and who can see the potential in this
game. thank you , p.s dev i wouldnt raise the prize anymore if i were you as people were mad about that.. Options with limits.

I have waited for years for a remaster for this game to be released, but unfortunately it does not allow the player to configure the
controls to their content, myself being one of them.

Coming from the N64 release; my basic controls on the N64 controller were thumbstick to aim and C-buttons for movement. So
naturally I would remap that configuration onto the Xbox 360 controller. However, the game automatically forces you to use the
thumbsticks (LST for movement RST for aim), which is completely reversed for me. Now I understand it will not bother 99%
of the players here and that's fine, I, too, use this configuration myself in other games, but for a remastered version, this is
pathetic.
Better off getting Overload. At least that game allows Full Controller Support.

Oh, and the Steam overlay (Shift+Tab) does not work for me for some reason.. I've had this game for a while and only recently
picked it back up. It's a pretty cool concept and a nice brain exercise for puzzle lovers (not to mention addictive as hell). One big
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issue, though, is that transition sequences have blindingly bright, totally unnecessary flashing light animations. I have to play this
game with my monitor on the lowest brightness setting--otherwise it gives me a migraine.
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This game was short but extremely enjoyable. The storyline was very compelling but, due to the length of the game, remained
unresolved (which I found to be the only con to this game) The combat system was ingenious and I enjoyed figuring out the best
way for the two protagonists to alter each other's spells to take out a difficult enemy. The artwork for said protagonists and the
enemy monsters was unique and nice enough to make up for the rest of the RPG Maker graphics (the different setting designs
for each mini-bosses' area of the castle helped too)

Ultimately, because of how short it is, this game feels sort of like the demo to a longer game that I'd really, really love to play.. I
enjoyed this. It's different yet the same. It is linear with not a lot of side action, but the side action does reveal more of the story
and is not hard to find. Needs to be longer though! Would like to see more. 8\/10. [WIP review, will finish writing soon]

I've played many hours of this mode in the base game - I'm just here to review this since they released it as a standalone free to
play game. I personally disagree with this decision, but I am biased, having bought Mankind Divided on launch with the season
pass. So when Eidos starts giving away half the base game for free, as well as the preorder bonuses, it doesn't sit well with me. If
this was a multiplayer mode with a dying playerbase, going free to play would make some sense, but breach can be completed
completely without any interaction with other players - the only social interaction is by challenging other players to beat your
high scores.

The game itself is great and is in my opinion what deus ex needed. Breach mode plays like a cross between Deus Ex and Soloing
Payday 2. Because unlike mankind divided, there are no quicksaves. You can't just reset a mistake you have made by loading
the last save. Breach is the arcade version of the game - Rewards are given for speedrunning levels and for obtaining the most
points. Modifiers can be applied to make levels harder or easier - the former of which will increase the score multiplier.
Because this game is fast paced, some of the slower elements of the main game are removed. Bodies of enemies will
disintegrate when killed, so you dont need to hide the corpses. But on the other hand, you can't pick up their weapons or ammo
to help you out. The social pillar of the game, AKA having conversations with npcs, both with minor ones and major ones, are
removed. They just aren't necessary in this mode, and in fact would detract from the main experience. Although, there is a
social aspect that is between levels of a Darknet file, where you text chat other Reapers who will help you on your misson, and
an enemy reaper who will be\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at you.

Maps can have different objectives, not including the optional challenges of getting the high score, beating the speedrun
requirement, or securing all the data in the map. The most basic is data extraction - where you have to download a certain
amount of the data in the map for the exit to open. And when the exit opens you have a limited amount of time to reach it and
the alarm automatically goes off (Which doesn't break stealth unless you are detected), etc. There are also missions where you
must kill a certain number of enemies, as well as missions where you must kill a "Prime" unit - a boss fight. A more recent
objective for some maps has been to make your way to a ball and carry the ball all the way to the exit.

Some missions have modifiers built into them, such as failing on breaking stealth, disabling all your custom augmentations
(Character ability upgrades you gain by progressing), having enemies do more damage or you doing less damage, etc.

Despite being arcade-y and not directly related to Adam Jensen's story in the story mode of Mankind Divided, there are
narrative mission chains that do have permanent choices you have to make in them.

Items are rewarded by completing the darknet story missions, buying loot drops with ingame currency, and some with real
currency. Despite what some say this isn't really pay to win. While you can buy high level loot crates with a currency bought
from real cash, you don't need them to beat the game - you can acquire everything you need by completing missions and buying
the loot drops with the main ingame currency. These crates will drop several items of varying qualities and types, with some
crates having specific types of items such as special ammo for your weapons(Regular ammo can be bought cheaply for each gun
without needing random chance, although some special guns only use special ammo such as armor piercing rounds) and the
main crate has different versions. buying the more expensive models will give you a higher chance of really good items and at a
minimum will give you decent quality.

You earn ingame credits by completing missions as well as their side objectives (speedruns, high scores, and getting all the
data), earning booster packs by progressing through the server map, and a special bonus by getting %100 completion on a
server. Replaying a mission you've already beaten gives you a small amount of credits if you are replaying them on a day you've
already completed them, but if it's your first time on that day, you will get a much larger amount. So farming credits isn't as bad
as you might think.. Decent art but the puzzles are too obscure. It is essentially a hidden object game with you being tasked to
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find multiple copies of the same object but the objects are not hidden in any sensible place.. Pigs flew and my tractor became
sentient.
10/10. It's a lego game without voice acting, so its good.
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